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Abstract

Weather observations can be done in two ways, namely weather observations
based on weather stations and based on remote sensing such as satellites. One
of these weather study data is rainfall measured from the Indonesia BMKG
agency and TRMM satellite rain observations. To see the pattern of the
distribution of rain that has occurred, the two weather observations can be
connected as a reference for the distribution of rain. The purpose of this study
was to analyze the correlation value of rainfall data between BMKG and
TRMM by looking at the comparison graph and analyzing the comparison of
statistical parameters. This research was conducted using daily rainfall data
from 1998-2018 at four rain stations in West Java Province and taking
descriptive decisions in the form of pictures and graphs in the form of daily,
monthly and annual data. Based on the analysis results, the largest correlation
value is in the annual cumulative with a value of 0,88-0,94, the smaller the
number of days, the smaller the correlation value. The BMKG and TRMM
rainfall data have relatively the same pattern, but the maximum data have
differences so that it reduces the correlation value. In the Statistical Parameter
analysis, it can be stated that the difference in the values of the statistical
parameters is directly proportional to the daily cumulative, that the difference
in the median and mean values in the BMKG and TRMM data is greater in the
data with a larger cumulative. Meanwhile, for linear regression analysis, it
was found that the greatest value was the cumulative 1-year value with a
coefficient of determination from 0,78 - 0,89.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rainfall that occurs in the tropics, namely
Indonesia, has influential elements such as
meteorology compared to other factors. The variation
of rainfall in the territory of Indonesia is very large
both spatially and temporally [1]. In general, to know
accurate rainfall and can be used in engineering
planning, rainfall data is needed to support
information in the form of temporal (time series) and
spatial (spatial) [2]. The amount of rain as a result of
measurements with a rain gauge for some time years
can be used to determine the nature (characteristics)
of rainfall in a place [3]. However, there is also the
concept of probability where the characteristics of rain
based on time are ignored and the calculation will only

be profitable if the data processing is long enough [4].
Good rainfall data can be obtained from recordings

that are maintained and always monitored. Whether
recording or observations can be done in two ways,
namely weather observations based on weather
stations and weather observations based on remote
sensing such as satellites. As well as rainfall data
originating from the meteorological observation post
owned by the Meteorology, Climatology and
Geophysics Agency (BMKG) it can predict weather
conditions in areas such as West Java Province with a
maximum average temperature of 32,2oC and a
minimum temperature of 18.2oC.

West Java Province is geographically located
between 5o50' 7o50' South Latitude and 104o48'
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108o48' East Longitude [5]. West Java Province is a
land area that is distinguished by steep mountainous
areas, gently sloping hillsides, broad plains, and
watersheds. Rainfall measurements were carried out
at rain observation posts in the West Java Province.
The area consists of several rain observation points,
but not all rain observation points are used in this
study.

The distribution of rain is not only seen from
the measured rainfall data from the BMKG rain
observation post but also satellite observations are
needed to see the pattern of rain distribution that has
occurred, namely by looking at the data from the
TRMM. NASA's Tropical Rainfall Measurement
Mission (TRMM) was the first coordinated
international effort to provide reliable rainfall
measurements from space [6]. TRMM data is
precipitation data (rain) obtained from the TRMM
meteorological satellite with several sensors in it.
Based on this, several studies have been obtained
using TRMM satellite data which can verify rainfall
data from the TRMM satellite and at the BMKG rain
observation post in West Java Province.

Several studies have shown that monthly
rainfall predictions in the western part of Java are still
in areas with low accuracy, especially in the
mountains [7]. This also affects the suitability of the
rain pattern between the observed rainfall data and the
estimated TRMM rainfall [8]. In this study, we will
present the relationship or correlation between the
rainfall data from the BMKG rain observation post
and the TRMM data which is usually used as a
reference for the distribution of rain. The rainfall for
each rain observation post in the area is then summed
and averaged to get the average rainfall value for the
area. The purpose of this study is to analyze the
correlation value of BMKG rainfall data and TRMM
data and analyze the comparison of statistical
parameters and the ability of the rainfall data.

II. MATERIALS ANDMETHODS

The stages of this research consist of the initial
preparation stage, the data processing stage, and the
data analysis stage. The research flow chart is shown
in Figure 1. This study uses secondary data from
related parties such as Indonesia BMKG agency and
TRMM satellite at West Java Province at four stations
namely Jatiwangi Station, Citeko Station, Bandung
Geophysics Station, and Bogor Station. The data used
is rainfall data with a span of 20 years, the data range
from 1998 - 2018 which is downloaded from the
official website of BMKG and TRMM West Java
Province.

Figure 1. Research Flowchart

A. Procedure

Processing data in this study has several stages,
including changing the BMKG station rainfall data
and TRMM data into time series data, Normalizing
rainfall data from the Meteorology, Climatology, and
Geophysics Agency, conducting a consistency test for
rain data that has been done searching for missing
data. To find out whether this data is suitable for use
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Correlate statistical parameters of rainfall data from
two different rainfall data, Perform rainfall data
modeling with regression analysis for BMKG agency
and TRMM satellite data.
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Table 1. Results of Regression Analysis Equations at
Each Rain Station.

Rain
Sta-
tion

Regression Analysis Equation

day 2 days 7 days
15
days

30
days

1-year

Jatiw
angi

y=0,1
952x
+
6,165
3
R2 =
0,052

y=0,3
419x
+
10,23
R2 =
0,156
8

y=0,5
335x
+
26,24
9
R2 =
0,330
7

y=0,6
43x +
44,72
2
R2 =
0,460
4

y=0,7
39x +
68,90
7
R2 =
0,571
2

y=0,8
284x
+
500,0
9
R2 =
0,788
7

Cite
ko

y=0,1
321x
+
7,915
1
R2 =
0,021
2

y=0,3
102x
+
12,72
6
R2 =
0,120
7

y=0,4
58x +
35,55
4
R2 =
0,274
2

y=0,5
745x
+
61,05
3
R2 =
0,460
6

y=0,5
966x
+
116,3
3
R2 =
0,589
5

y=0,8
625x
+
521,4
5
R2 =
0,785
8

Geof
isika
Band
ung

y=0,1
712x
+
6,538
5
R2 =
0,026

y=0,3
784x
+
1053
R2 =
0,122
1

y=0,5
933x
+
27,63
1
R2 =
0,283
8

y=0,7
197x
+
45,57
4
R2 =
0,397
9

y=0,7
834x
+
83,40
7
R2 =
0,454
4

y=0,9
2x +
650,4
2
R2 =
0,793

Bog
or

y=0,0
615x
+
8,696
9
R2 =
0,006
6

y=0,2
127x
+
14,30
8
R2 =
0,073
7

y=0,3
826x
+
37,95
6
R2 =
0,190
9

y=0,4
436x
+
71,96
7
R2 =
0,227
1

y=0,4
856x
+
131,0
6
R2 =
0,272
6

y=0,8
238x
+
307,5
3
R2 =
0,893
6

Source: Analysis Results, 2021

The results of research and discussion shows that
from the results of the correlation analysis, it can be
stated that the largest correlation value is in the annual
cumulative with a correlation value of 0,88 0,94
while the lowest correlation value is in the daily
cumulative between 0,08 0,22.
The correlation value obtained from the analysis is

directly proportional to the cumulative amount,
namely the smaller the number of days, the smaller the
correlation value. The results of the graphical
comparison analysis show that the pattern formed
from the rainfall data from BMKG and TRMM has a
relatively similar pattern, but the maximum data has
differences so that it reduces the correlation value [9].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the Statistical Parameter analysis
stated that the greater the difference between the
median and mean values in the Indonesia BMKG
agency and TRMM satellite data, the greater the
cumulative value. The characteristics of the standard
deviation, variance, and skewness coefficient have the

same value, but the value of the standard deviation
and variance increases as the number of days is
accumulated. The kurtosis coefficient has a difference
in value that is directly proportional to the number of
days, but the characteristics of the kurtosis coefficient
will be more different on a larger cumulative day.
From the results of linear regression analysis, it was
found that the greatest value was the cumulative 1-
year value with a coefficient of determination from
0,78 - 0,89. The low coefficient of determination, the
daily cumulative value is 0,01 0,05.
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